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Introduction
Peptides can be defined as polypeptide chains of 50 or less
amino acids or 5000 Da in molecular weight characterized by a
high degree of secondary structure and lack of tertiary structure.
Therapeutic peptides have traditionally been derived from nature
as naturally occurring peptide hormones (known as bioactive
peptides), genetic/recombinant libraries and chemical libraries
[1]. The recent technologies used for peptides production include
chemical synthesis, enzymatic synthesis, recombinant DNA
biotechnology, cell-free expression and transgenic animal or plant
species. The possibility to determine the most suitable one for each
peptide production depends on peptide size. The use of unnatural
amino acids and pseudo-peptide bonds make chemical synthesis
offering wider chemical diversity than other peptide derivatives
produced by recombinant DNA technologies or bio-catalysis. The
advantage of Large-scale production of chemical synthesis makes
it a viable technology especially for the production of small and
medium-sized peptides ranging from approximately 5 to 50
residues [2].

Over the years, peptides have been evolved as promising
therapeutic agents in the treatment of different disease as cancer,
diabetes, and cardiovascular diseases. Therapeutic application
of peptides for other treatments is growing rapidly [3]. Bioactive
peptides like glucagon-like peptide-1(GLP-1) used for the
treatment of diabetes, gastrin-releasing peptide used in cancer
treatments, ghrelin peptide to treat obesity, and defensin, which
used as an antimicrobial agent have several intrinsic advantages
over peptides derived from other random peptide libraries because
of enhanced in vivo stability and their ability to activate receptors
or disrupt protein–protein interactions better than other peptides
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[4]. Discovery of several tumor-related peptides and proteins also
protein/peptide receptors is supposed to create a new revolution
wave of more promising, effective and selective anticancer drugs in
the future. Therapeutic anticancer peptides will capture the largest
share of the cancer therapeutic market [2]. This mode of cancer
treatment including peptides, proteins and monoclonal antibodies
is termed “biologics” treatment option [5].

About 75% from the whole peptide drugs in the market that
gained total global sales over $1 billion are used directly in cancer
treatment like (leuprolide, goserelin, and octreotide peptides).
There are several hundred peptide candidates under clinical
trials development. Approximately, 18% from more than 2000
peptides entering clinical studies were most frequently indicated
for cancer [6,7]. Peptides as potential therapeutic drugs offer
many advantages over protein and antibodies. Peptides have
the advantage of better tissue penetration because of its smaller
sizes and less immunogenicity than recombinant antibodies and
proteins at the biological level [8] also at the cost level, peptides are
produced with lower manufacturing costs (synthetic technology
versus recombinant one) with more activity per unit mass [9].
Peptides are superior to antibodies at the physical level in terms
of accepted room temperature storage. Furthermore, over small
organic molecules due to its higher targets affinity, specificity and
efficacy also lower toxicity effects because of their safe metabolites
[4].

Limitations to the Use of Peptides as Drug Candidates

Peptides as a type of bio drugs have several drawbacks
that hinder their therapeutic application. Their undesirable
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physicochemical properties, such as variable solubility, low
bioavailability and limited stability make their systemic delivery
difficult [10]. The bottlenecks of peptide and protein drug delivery
are generally attributed to the following points:
a.
Low oral bioavailability and shorter half-life. Peptide
hydrophilicity is responsible for its poor permeability through
physiological barriers and biological membranes. In addition
to, their limited stability due to rapid digestion by protolytic
enzymes of the digestive system and blood plasma as well as
rapid clearance from the circulation within few minutes by the
liver and kidneys [11]. Therefore, parenteral administration
with repeated doses is generally required that might result in
an oscillating concentration of the peptide in the blood [12].

b.
Poor specific bio-distribution due to high conformational
flexibility, resulting sometimes in a lack of receptor selectivity
and activation of different target receptors leading to side
effects [11].
c.
Eventual risk of immunogenic effects as most peptide and
protein drugs appear immunogenic [13].
d.
High production costs of synthetic peptides than small
molecules of the same molecular weight of 5000D by more than
10-fold [14].

e.
Therapeutic peptides and proteins also tend to undergo
denaturation, aggregation, and adsorption which limit their
active concentration and proper function in vivo [15].

Improving In vitro and In vivo Stability of Peptides

The low bioavailability and short half-life of peptides are the
major hurdles for peptide therapeutics application due to high
degradation by gastrointestinal, plasma and tissue peptidases also
their rapid clearance from the circulation within minutes to hours
after administration. Consequently, there is no sufficient exposure
to the target tissue to produce an in vivo effect which finally
limits their therapeutic use. To address these issues, numerous
acceptable technologies have been developed to increase plasma
residence time of peptides in vivo [2,4]. Before the enhancement of
the bioavailability and serum half-life in vivo, most peptides must
be altered in vitro to increase its protease resistance by reduction
of degradation by tissue and serum proteases and peptidases. This
entails In vitro chemical alteration and modification, by different
methods that include C-terminal amidation, N terminal acetylation
and use of non-natural amino acids at different labile sites within a
peptide. Chemical modifications by cyclization via disulfide bonds
to decrease the high conformational flexibility of linear peptides
substantially increased proteolytic stability [16].
The increase in peptide stability by chemical modifications
is clear when peptides assembled totally or partly from D-amino
acids instead of natural L-amino acids. Incorporation of D-amino
acids showed high peptide stability due to less susceptibility to
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proteolytic degradation also in some cases increased its binding
affinity [17]. Non-natural amino acids or phosphorylated modified
amino acids can be directly incorporated, however, after every
chemical modification; peptides need to be retested for their
binding affinity. Chemical modification methods might alter the
lead peptide efficacy so that it needs further alteration to restore
the biological activity. This was nicely shown for the peptide
interfering with binding of Mdm-2 to p53 [18]. A recent patent
method using the in vitro CIS display system can combine both
protease resistance and selection for biological activity by using
L-amino acid peptides with built-in protease resistance, combined
with high affinity binding activity to enhance and maintain in vitro
serum activity of a biologically active tested peptide from a few
minutes to nearly 24h [19].
Other approaches to increase in vitro stability of the peptides
can be achieved by addition of different stabilizing agents acting
through different mechanisms. The thermal stability of peptides and
proteins can be improved by addition of sugars (sucrose, maltose,
trehalose or glucose) or salts (potassium phosphate, ammonium
sulphate or sodium citrate), as well as heparin in order to achieve
self-association and solubility modulation [20]. Chelating agents,
such as EDTA, form complexes with metal dependent proteases/
peptidases, and thus inhibit catalytic degradation processes [21].
Cyclodextrins, especially hydroxy-propyl-cyclodextrins, can be
used to stabilize peptides and proteins; however the mechanism
of action is not clear. Moreover, non-ionic surfactants as (Pluronic
F68) can stabilize peptides and proteins against self-aggregation.
On the other hand, anionic (SDS) and cationic (cetrimide)
surfactants facilitate peptides and proteins absorption across
biological membranes [22]. In vivo stability of peptide and protein
drugs in the bloodstream, where they are exposed to proteolytic
degradation can be achieved by different approaches to enhance
serum residence times for peptides. Polyethylene glycol (PEG)
has many advantages that will be transferred to the peptides
such as high-water solubility, free mobility in solution and low
immunogenicity that make it an ideal carrier for peptides.
PEG is often attached to the N or C terminal of peptides to
form PEG–peptide conjugates serve to increase the overall size,
the hydrodynamic radius and increase the molecular weight (>50
kDa) of peptide conjugates in order to not to be filtered out by the
kidneys, also protect peptides from degradation by exopeptidases
and therefore improve their in vivo stability [16]. Although, PEG
modification can inhibit peptide function, it significantly decreases
its immunogenicity so that testing of several different PEG
derivatives with different molecular weights is still continuous.
Conjugation of (PEG) to proteins such as Interferon-a 2a (Pegasys®,
Roche) or Interferon-a 2b (PEG-Intron, Schering), is now a widely
approved method to increase serum residence times [23]. Another
method used to increase peptide molecular size is the genetic fusion
of peptides to the natural antibody constant region Fc domain of
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human gamma immunoglobulin (IgG) offering an added advantage
of the IgG protection function of the neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn).

A major disadvantage is the possibility of steric hindrance if
the fused peptide is large which may decrease the drug potency.
The ‘peptibody’ AMG 531 (developed by Amgen) beside three
other proteins fused to Fc have been approved as therapeutics:
Enbrel®, Amevive® and Orencia® [24]. Alternative approach is
to fuse peptides to albumin by chemical conjugation with covalent
linkage to the free cysteine at position 34th amino acid of albumin
which benefits from half-life extension also effective in extending
therapeutic peptide half-life by escaping renal clearance. Human
Genome Sciences developed Albuferon, a type of interferon α
peptide fused to albumin at the C terminal, which is effective in
prolonging drug half-life while maintaining drug potency [25].
Increasing peptides intracellular stability was done by associating
or fusing a small peptide to a stabilizing protein (small ubiquitinrelated modifier SUMO-1) which is small, abundant and of human
origin. Application of small amounts of peptides fused to SUMO-1
is safer and more effective as it did not interfere with the cellular
function of this protein also worked well without cytotoxic effects
so that, proteins can be used as a stabilizing domain for peptides
but SUMO-1 was the first reported [26].

Similar approaches could be applied to stabilize peptide
candidates using scaffolds by inserting peptides with both ends in
a platform called scaffold protein in order to shift the equilibrium
between a compact folded state and open unfolded state of the
peptide toward the folded state the same as attaching them to
a support protein (like SUMO-1) but the difference in SUMO-1 is
that it is from one side. Scaffolds not only increase stability but
also improve binding affinities by suppressing their flexibility in
solution (entropy) before binding [9]. Scaffolds that can be used in
cancer therapy to increase the stability of the peptides should have
low immunogenicity, high affinity and no regions susceptible to
proteolysis [6]. Meanwhile, multiple scaffolds have been described,
such as fibronectin, lipocalin or ankyrin repeats [27]. The number
of scaffolds is still growing and it is very likely that scaffolds which
meet the criterira mentioned above will be developed as soon
as possible in the future. The easy way to increase peptide and
protein stability without modification or alteration of the peptide
structure is by co-administration of protease inhibitors, such as
sodium glycocholate, bacitracin reduces significantly degradation
of insulin, vasopressin and calcitonin, and improve their essential
absorption profile [28].
The recent promising strategy to improve the stability of
therapeutic peptides and proteins is their encapsulation into
a micro- or nanoparticle, in order to protect these labile drugs
from the harsh environment in the body [29]. Nanoparticles and
microspheres have been sought, not only as a means of protecting
therapeutic peptides from degradation and prolonging their halflives in vivo, but also because they exhibit excellent controlled
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release properties and act as immunological adjuvants for protein
antigens [30,31]. Controlled release formulations offers numerous
advantages, including protecting therapeutic peptides and proteins
over an extended period from degradation or elimination and
increased patient compliance, also some modified nanoparticles
have additional advantage of being able to specifically target bio
drugs to diseased tissues, thereby reducing systemic exposure
[32,33]. For biomedical applications, a number of different
developed nanosystems have been used including liposomes,
polymeric nanosystems, dendrimers, carbon nanotubes, crystals,
fullerenes, and metal or inorganic nanoparticles.

Conclusion

Stability, biological efficacy, pharmacokinetic profile and
immunogenicity are the most critical parameters to develop a
peptide as a therapeutic agent. In recent years, some pharmaceutical
companies contributed to rapidly growing interest in peptides
as potential drug candidates. Peptides are generally supposed
to be poor drug candidates because of their higher propensity to

be rapidly metabolized also low oral bioavailability. The concept
that these drugs are not orally available is always driving these
companies to develop new diverse production strategies. These
strategies aimed to reduce metabolism of these peptides together
with developing different alternative routes of administration in
order to increase the number of peptide-based drugs in the market.
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